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EDITORIAL
Ben Averis
Welcome to the Autumn 2016 newsletter, which contains reports of the NWDG excursion
to Mull in May 2016, an imaginative piece about an old dead tree trunk washed up on a
beach, an account of the late Oliver Rackham’s work in Scotland and a review of his book
The Ash Tree. Many thanks to those who contributed to this issue. Please do send me
anything that you would like to see in future editions of this newsletter (see notes below on
newsletter contributions).
Ben
NOTES FOR NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTIONS. Next deadline (for spring 2017 newsletter): 15th
March 2017. We welcome any woodland-related material, such as group/organisation reports, news items,
letters, book reviews and illustrations. Please send written material (ideally <1500 words long) in Microsoft
Word and include your contact details. NEW PUBLICATIONS. If you have written or co-written a
book/booklet which would interest our members, we can enclose your fliers with our mailings. This service is
free to individual members but we charge £20 (to cover postage & packing) for organisations and nonmembers. We can get books reviewed – just send a copy to the editor. If you would like to review a
particular book, please let the editor know; we can usually get a free review copy from the publisher, and if
you review it the book is yours to keep. NEWSLETTER AS A PDF FILE. If you want to receive future
newsletters electronically as PDF files and not in printed form, please send me an email requesting this and
tell me the email address you want the PDF file to be sent to. Thanks.
Ben Averis. Email: ben.averis@gmail.com Tel: 01620 830 670 / 07767 058 322

NOTES FROM THE CHAIR
Kate Holl
It’s been another busy year for the NWDG. In May we had our very enjoyable and
interesting annual excursion which this year was to the Isle of Mull (for excursion reports
see elsewhere in this edition). Overall the excursion was well attended, we visited some
very interesting sites, the weather was good, the midges weren’t too bad and it was really
great to see some new members in the throng! Unfortunately, the previously billed visit to
the (newly established) tea plantation didn’t come off for legitimate reasons that involved
Duart Castle, kilts and some American tourists (!) – but we had a very interesting talk from
the plantation owner about his experience of growing tea on Mull! During the course of
the year, there have also been several well attended workshops on lichens and bryophytes,
and we do have further workshops planned for this year (and next) including one on how
to assess herbivore impacts on woodland, so check out our website for more details of this.
And by the time you receive this newsletter we will have just held our Woodland History
Conference at Battleby on November 18th, on the subject of Policies & products through the
ages: the role of the state and private interests (report of this to appear in Spring 2017 newsletter).
As the Scottish National Party is continuing to push forward its land reform agenda, related
to this are some public consultations, with implications for native woodland, that you may
wish to check out. First up, the Scottish Government is consulting on the Forestry
Commission in Scotland with proposals intended to keep Scotland’s forests in public
ownership and to enhance the sector’s economic, environmental and social benefits. The
consultation (which can be accessed through the Scottish Government website) closed on
9th November. The proposals include taking the Forestry Commission’s regulation and
policy activities into Government, and the creation of a new “Forestry & Land Scotland”
agency to focus initially on managing the National Forest Estate.
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There is another, less widely promoted consultation also currently underway to do with the
development of a vision for Scotland’s uplands. This potentially has huge implications for
the future of upland forests and woodland. The Scottish Government has asked Scottish
Natural Heritage (SNH) to “scope the potential to develop a strategic vision for the
uplands”. The aim of this exercise is to provide a high level aspirational statement about
the benefits that we want the uplands to provide for Scotland, both now and in the future,
and the balance of land uses that we need in order to achieve this. This exercise is not
about attempting to develop a vision at this stage, but to consider what a vision would need
to address, how it could be developed and who should be involved. The idea is that this
will allow ministers to decide whether or not to proceed with the development of a vision
for the uplands. Given that the greatest opportunities for woodland restoration and
expansion are in the uplands, the implications for native woodland are potentially huge!
Reforesting Scotland have launched a consultation with their members on their The Land
and the People Forum, so check this out if you wish to add your views to the debate.
SNH has recently published its first annual report charting the progress towards delivering
the targets and actions identified in the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy: A Route Map to
2020. The Route Map, published in June 2015 identifies ongoing and proposed
conservation work that will help Scotland meet international biodiversity targets by 2020.
The report identifies what still needs to be done to reach the 2020 targets, and notably this
includes the targets for native woodland expansion and restoration, which so far have not
been met. The hope is that these targets can be met through increasing the rate of new
planting and by helping woodland recover naturally by improving deer management
planning. However as you are all well aware, there is much work indeed still to be done
across a number of fronts before we will be able to halt the ongoing loss and degradation
of Scotland’s native woodland resource and bring it into a productive, biodiverse and
healthy condition capable of supporting a wide range of associated species, land
management functions and local communities (of people).

As part of a move to promote and learn from the considerable activity going on around
native woodland in Scotland the Forest Policy Group, an independent think tank that feeds
new ideas into the debate about forestry in Scotland (and which is partly funded by the
NWDG), held an event on Getting value from your local woods on the 11th November at the
Birnam Institute, Dunkeld. The aim of this event was to hear from people and groups
around Scotland who have been doing good things with new approaches to forestry and
working with timber, supporting local communities, places and economies, to share
experiences and learn from each other.
And finally, we would really like to hear from you the members about whether there are
issues or themes that you are dealing with that could usefully be aired for discussion in the
newsletter. One of the recent newsletters featured a series of very interesting articles in
relation to the subject of whether or not we should be “enriching” the species composition
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of woodland regeneration by planting the “missing” native species. The arguments for and
against were presented and provided useful food for thought for many of us involved in
policy development and management of native woods. If you found this way of continuing
the discussion useful then we would really like to hear from you about other topics that
could be tackled in this way.
With best wishes,
Kate

NWDG ADMIN REPORT
Alison Averis
Many thanks to all of you for supporting the NWDG by subscribing and by attending our
events. It is great to be involved with such an enthusiastic and committed group of people.
In mid-November 2016 we had 176 members. Welcome to everyone who joined in order
to attend recent workshops or when booking for the history conference. We hope to see
you at another event soon. At the same time we had £13,915.85 in the bank, so although
we have imminent payments for workshops and the history conference our finances are
healthy and the 2016 Excursion covered its costs. Accounts for the year up to 5th April
2015 are given on the next page – thanks to Kirsty Macintyre for preparing these.
I am getting one or two emails returned as undeliverable every time I send out a mailshot,
so if you haven't received emails in recent months (and didn't hear about the history
conference, for example), please can you contact me on alisonaveris@gmail.com and I'll
amend your records in the database.
Finally, if you don't pay by standing order, why not beat the January rush and send me your
cheque or BACS payment for 2017 now? You can download the subscription form
including the standing order mandate from the website: www.nwdg.org/join_us_29.html
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NWDG Accounts for year ended 5th April 2015
Prepared by Kirsty MacIntrye
Income and Expenditure Account
Income

2015
13720.00

2015 Excursion
Memberships

3094.05

History Conference

2349.00

Book Sales

68.00

Total Income

19231.05

Expenditure

19231.05

2015

2014 Excursion

9939.73

2015 Excursion

1573.40

History Conference

1431.01

Postage

413.76

Newsletter

661.80

Forestry Policy Group (FPG)

350.00

Honoraria

750.00

Other expenses

369.20

Total Expenditure

15488.90

Surplus/(Deficit) for the year

15488.90
3742.15

Balance Sheet – as at 5th April 2015
Current Assets

2015

Bank Account

12451.12
12451.12

Financed by
Opening balance as at 6th April 2014

8708.97

Add Surplus/Deficit

3742.15

Closing balance as at 5th April 2015

12451.12
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12451.12

NWDG EXCURSION TO MULL, 25TH TO 27TH MAY 2016
Here are the reports from this year’s excursion, beginning with a map to show the locations
of the places visited.

Gruline / Loch Ba /
Benmore Estate
Isle of
Mull Hotel

Balnahard
hazelwood

Ardura

ISLE OF
MULL

Tiroran
Community Wood

Auchnacraig
Loch Uisg
(Lochbuie Estate)

By Loch Spelve, Mull

Allt na Faoilinn Glaise wooded
ravine (Lochbuie Estate)

Photo: Alan Crawford
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Minutes of Native Woodland Discussion Group Annual
General Meeting (AGM) on evening of Wednesday 25th
May 2016, at Isle of Mull Hotel
Sarah Toulson
Present: Kate Holl, Ruth Anderson, Alison Averis, Alan Crawford, Alasdair Firth, Noel
Fojut, Sarah Toulson, Juliet Robinson. Apologies: Mairi Stewart, Ben Averis
Introduction – Kate Holl
In the 41st decade of the NWDG’s existence we are still finding woods to visit. We are still
a membership organization with numerous folk willing to turn up for discussion. The 20 th
anniversary history conference was very successful too. Many thanks to all for coming to
Mull and to Ruth and Alison for organizing this visit at such short notice. We are here to
see native woodlands and to discuss some of the big issues in the woods.
Figures recently published by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) suggest that:




80.4% of native Woodland in Scotland is designated so far
67% woodlands are in favorable condition or recovering
87% are seriously affected by herbivore browsing (figure from Forestry
Commission Scotland’s Native Woodland Survey of Scotland)

and from this we may ask:



Is there an opportunity for NWDG to do something?
Benchmarking of indication of condition of woodlands?

Membership and finances – Alison Averis
At the time of the AGM we had 187 members, including quite a few who joined to attend
the history conference. We had just over £15,000 in the bank account. The excursion
seems to be affordable for most members but sustainability is an issue, as we made a loss
of £600 in 2015 and the 2013 excursion also made a loss. The committee will discuss the
long-term sustainability of the excursion.
Social Media – Sarah Toulson/Juliet Robinson
We have 185 Facebook members and 200 Twitter members.
Woodland History – Noel Fojut
Passed on Mairi Stewart’s apologies for not attending, and announced that he and she were
busy organising the 2016 Woodland History conference, with a theme of policy and
products.
Workshops – Alan Crawford
There were two successful workshops in 2015 – one on Plantation on Ancient Woodland
Sites (PAWS) restoration, and one on bryophyte identification. AC felt the most notable
thing about the bryophyte workshop was that there was enough interest for a whole day in
30 m of woodland. In 2016 there will be two bryophyte workshops – one for beginners
and one for improvers – and a lichen workshop. We hope to be able to hold a workshop
on herbivore impacts in 2017 and will continue to explore the idea of art workshops. Alan
was thanked for everything he was doing to promote NWDG workshops.
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Forest Policy Group (FPG) – Gordon Gray Stephens
Thanks to Ruth for her help with the FPG. The group is getting increasing external
recognition, contributing to consultations and holding meetings with Forest Enterprise.
There is funding for establishing native woodland through the Scottish Rural Development
Programme (SRDP) but not for management, and there seems to be more of an emphasis
on non-native productive forestry at present. FPG welcomes any ideas and input from the
NWDG.
FPG are holding a conference on 11th November 2016 at Dunkeld, to explore the benefits
of native woodland management.
Election of Committee
Juliet Robinson stepped down from the Committee and was thanked for all her
contribution over the years. Tim Collins was elected on to the Committee as Social Media
contact (proposed Eamonn Wall; seconded Piers Voysey), and the Committee agreed to
nominate a representative to sit on the FPG.
Ideas for future Excursions included West Lothian, Cumbria and the Scottish Borders,
and ST offered to collect ideas at the ceilidh and collate them for consideration at the next
meeting.

Benmore Estate / Loch Ba (Thursday 26th May 2016)
Sarah Toulson
The estate has a history of running farming and forestry side by side, with birchwood that
expanded in area in the 1930s due to a decrease in farming practice. Some of the woodland
has now been deer-fenced to encourage natural regeneration within, although it was
apparent that deer were inside the enclosure with active browsing of natural regeneration.
This was later confirmed from the other side of the loch during lunch. The fence itself has
not been maintained and deer have been easily getting in.
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Discussion focused on deer management and whether the public is getting any long term
benefit from spending on fencing and investment in these types of restoration projects.
When the fences either fall down or are removed, the woodland will just go back to the
way it used to be, with no new regeneration.
Discussion then focused on whether estates should have to prove that they have good deer
control in place before investment is given in the first place.
Also discussed was whether collaboration between conservation bodies and forestry bodies
such as Confor (Confederation of Forest Industries) would be a benefit – not fighting each
other but working together so the public can see that the investments made on their behalf
are working with everyone involved.

Gruline: Loch Ba woodland (Thursday 26th May 2016)
Graham Newport
The first view of these woods on the north-east side of Loch Ba was enjoyed during the
earlier visit to a wood on the south-west side of the loch. Viewed across the loch, the site
appeared to be very varied with a variety of tree species. A few rowan trees and some gorse
were particularly prominent as they were in flower at the time. Also prominent close to the
loch shore were some commercial conifers, probably Sitka spruce and possibly just outside
the SSSI boundary.
Having completed the earlier visit to the south-west side of the loch we were driven around
to Gruline House, where we were greeted by the owners, James and Nichola Harmer. At
this point we were one minute ahead of schedule (impressively prompt). Gruline House
has a landscaped garden with several non-native tree species including a Nothofagus and
some limes and yews. Of more interest was a
flock of peacocks which screeched merrily
from the ground and from tree-top perches,
and some corresponding peahens which
skulked around quietly in the undergrowth.
We were led out of the landscaped grounds and
into the lochside woodland. Initially, the
woodland was mostly Douglas fir, western
hemlock and planted Scots pine but judging
from the ground flora this appeared to be a
“plantation on ancient woodland site” (PAWS).
There was some discussion about the best way
of restoring the native woodland, but there was
a general consensus that the first step would be
to get control of the rhododendrons which
were significant in the understorey.
Alison led the way up a steep access track at a
brisk pace, and the group soon became rather
spread out. A brief rest stop allowed the group
to re-gather and a small opening in the canopy
gave us a good view back across the loch to the
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woodland we had previously visited. Here the trees were mainly birches but the
conversation was mostly about rhododendron and the various strategies for its control. At
this point there seemed to be good support for picking off outlying rhododendron bushes
around the edges, but this subject may be covered in more detail in later reports.
The weather was mostly cloudy, dry, warm and still – so not surprisingly we were
encouraged to continue up along the track by some unwelcome midges. The flora on the
track had included violets, bluebells and strawberries but as we climbed higher it changed
to blaeberry and the ground became more rocky. We crossed an old redundant deer fence
and found ourselves in an oak plantation. This was supposed to be a place for our lunch
stop and a long discussion about the management of oak woodland, but the lunch was
postponed because of excessive midges and the discussion was relatively short (although
the content was of course of high quality).

Loch Ba: looking S from the N shore

Photo: Graham Newport

The oaks were mostly mature single-stem trees, forming a relatively uniform, dense canopy
over a large area. Estate records show that these oaks were planted, although it is not clear
whether they were planted as timber trees or for coppice and then left to grow after a
collapse of the market for coppice produce. The (short) discussion revolved mostly around
whether the oaks should be actively managed or left as they are.
Would it be beneficial to fell some of the oaks to increase structural diversity and to create
space for natural regeneration? Could this be done at no cost by extracting and selling the
oak timber? Were the oak stems suitable for sawn timber? Was the access track suitable for
timber extraction? Would timber extraction create an ideal seedbed for rhododendron
seedlings? Would additional ecological surveys be required prior to felling in a Site of
Special Scientific Interest and would the extra cost of these surveys make the operation
uneconomic? The consensus seemed to be that the first consideration should be to
eradicate the rhododendron, the second consideration should be to gain control of deer
numbers and that only then would it be worth debating the management (or otherwise) of
the oaks.
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We hurried on hurriedly. Our route now took us more or less straight downhill towards the
loch, through oak and birch and blaeberry. Several experimental deer-fenced exclosures
had been constructed within the woodland to exclude red and fallow deer (as there are
apparently no roe deer on Mull). The deer fences also exclude sheep and cattle, which
seem to have free access to some parts of the woodland. We passed next to one of these
exclosures and this allowed comparison of growth inside and outside the fence. There was
clearly more natural regeneration (particularly rowan) and a more luxuriant growth of
blaeberry inside the fence.
The delayed lunch was enjoyed on the shore of Loch Ba, where a gentle breeze was much
appreciated. We were still only a few hundred metres into the north-west end of the SSSI,
which stretches for 3 to 4 kilometres along the shore of the loch but there was not enough
time available to explore further. Lunch was followed by a fairly swift no-nonsense march
back along the shore of the loch, and we were back in the minibuses by 1.30 pm.
Our next site visit turned out to be about five minutes way, near the Gruline Estate
mausoleum. On the way there, from the minibus, we saw some of the aforementioned
fallow deer. The woodland here was mostly Douglas fir and larch with a little willow and
alder and a lot of rhododendron. Rather than discussing native woodlands, our main
purpose here was to discuss rhododendron control methods and particularly the lever and
mulch method.
Donald Kennedy (see back cover photo) gave a brief demonstration of the lever and mulch
method, in which rhododendron bushes are dismantled by hand using only a few
specialised hand tools. The upper parts of the plant were cut off with a silky saw and laid
on the ground to form a mulch which discourages the growth of rhododendron seedlings.
Each stem was then levered from the ground. Stem levering was achieved mostly without
tools but the “cutter mattock” and “root saw” were available to assist where necessary. The
main advantage of the method is that it removes most of the buds (from which new
rhododendron shoots can grow) and so avoids the need for follow-up chemical spraying.
Conventional cutting leaves the buds intact and allows each rhododendron plant to
produce new shoots, so that repeated chemical control is required. There seem to be
different variants of the lever and mulch technique used by different practitioners, and
some are now combining lever and mulch with a certain amount of well-placed herbicide
to ensure that all buds are killed and to minimise the need for return visits.
The demonstration and resulting discussion were short and sharp and soon we were back
on the buses and heading for another site.

Balnahard hazel wood (Thursday 26th May 2016)
Ro Scott
The next stop was at Balnahard, (N 45 34) to examine a patch of Atlantic hazel woodland
on a steep slope looking out westwards over Inch Kenneth to Ulva across the sparkling
waters of Loch na Keal. After just about getting the minibuses off the road, the party were
keen to get into the woods and quickly swarmed upwards beneath the low canopy of hazel.
The sun was shining and we marvelled at the rich ground flora, typical of these base-rich
brown basalt soils. Being quite early in the year, pignut (Conopodium majus) was still
flowering, along with lesser celandine (Ficaria verna), meadowsweet (Filipendula ulmaria), wild
strawberry (Fragaria vesca), woodruff (Galium odoratum), northern bedstraw (G. boreale), lady’s
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bedstraw (G. verum), dog’s mercury (Mercurialis perennis), bluebell (Hyacinthoides non-scripta),
primrose (Primula vulgaris), fairy flax (Linum catharticum), thyme (Thymus polytrichus) and
sanicle (Sanicula europaea). Higher up the slope was a patch of melancholy thistle (Cirsium
heterophyllum). Some glue fungus (Hymenochaete corrugata) was found, but sadly no hazel
gloves (Hypocreopsis rhododendri).
The woodland covers only a small area on these slopes, the remainder being grassland.
Above it the dark basalt cliffs glowered down. We were puzzled as to why these woods
were so restricted in their distribution. Why did they not cover the lower slopes all the way
along these cliffs? Possibly something to do with the grazing history or some other kind of
exploitation? Unfortunately the tenant farmer was unable to meet us, so we did not have
the benefit of his local knowledge.

Balnahard

As we gathered back at the bottom of the hill, Sandy Coppins told us of her experiments in
hazel seed dispersal at Ballachuan Hazel Wood (on Seil Island, south of Oban) with
children from the local primary school. Hazel nuts float in sea water and the species is
thought to have colonised the west coast of Scotland from Ireland. To test this hypothesis,
the young scientists had collected 1000 hazel nuts and immersed batches of them in sea
water for periods of one, two or three weeks, with the aim of testing their viability
thereafter. Unfortunately, the whole experiment got washed away, so there were no
conclusions! Maybe they will try again…
We were loath to tear ourselves away from this beautiful site, but the next stop on the
itinerary beckoned.
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Tiroran Community Forest (Thursday 26th May 2016)
Simon Stuart
The group was met by John Clare from the South West Mull and Iona Development
(SWMID) on the side of the public road overlooking the current harvesting operations.
The forest was bought in November 2015 by SWMID on behalf of the community, for a
cost of around £930,000. Most of the funding for the project came in the form of a
£750,000 grant from the Scottish Land Fund and a £200,000 Loan from Social Investment
Scotland, with some additional grant support from Highlands and Islands Enterprise to
help over the first five years of the project.
The first priority was to start generating some income to pay off the loan, and to this end a
contract was drawn up with Tilhill Forestry in March 2016 to start felling the mature
conifer stands in the centre of the glen; this was underway when we visited. The
remoteness of the forest does pose challenges logistically, as the haulage trucks must be
spaced out at least one hour apart to allow the public road to recover/rebound as the
timber is transported to Pennyghael pier to markets which include Scandinavia.

The transporting of timber off the island did engender a lively discussion within the group
about why the timber was being shipped away and not used locally or without value added
before export. One factor contributing to the limited market for the timber on the island is
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the presence of the longer established North West Mull Community Forest Company; the
fact that they were aided to build a new road to extract their timber from the island does
suggest that currently there is little demand for the timber on the island. Perhaps this
should be investigated further, and opportunities sought.
The longer term plans which will be going out to public consultation envision a multipurpose usage for the almost 750 hectares of forest, with the centre of Glen Seilisdeir being
converted for more recreational use while the upper slopes retain a more commercial bias.
Other important factors include historical interest, with sites such as old settlements being
made more accessible with interpretation. More local involvement is also being encouraged
by engaging with local children and volunteers. In the longer term the aim is to make the
forest financially self-sustaining with a variety of income-generating schemes, potentially
leading to the creation of local jobs and offering space for local businesses to develop.
Additional income generated by the forest would be invested in other local development
projects.
While we were standing looking over the harvesting operations there was some excitement
at the appearance of one of Mull's most famous residents as a white-tailed eagle hoved into
view. Once the discussions about the forest management operations were concluded, we
made our way to the Mull Eagle watch hide which looks over the valley onto a nest.
Everyone got a little distracted looking for the adult birds (Fingal and Iona) and trying to
spot any chick in the nest. There were some discussions about the boon the eagles have
been to the islands tourist industry but also the perceived threat to livestock, especially
sheep.

At Tiroran eagle hide (photo: Simon Stuart)
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Lochbuie Estate (Friday 27th May 2016)
Alasdair Firth
Loch Buie Estate (Loch Uisg)
Loch Buie is a sea loch on the south side of Mull. The woods
we visited are on the north side of Loch Uisg, a freshwater loch
between Loch Buie and Loch Spelve. This visit took the form
of an introductory session with the woodland owner, Jim
Corbett, and following on from this a general discussion in the
group after the owner had departed.
Loch Buie Estate
Loch Buie farm/estate extends to 8900 ha. The Corbett family
has owned the land since 1921. Jim Corbett aims to farm 1400
ewes, all on hill ground, as well as 55 suckler cattle. The estate
supports around 400 stags and 600 hinds. 30-40 stage and 40
hinds are shot on average per year. There are no roe deer on Mull. All animals are
slaughtered at the community slaughterhouse on Mull. The estate also has two self-catering
cottages and other properties let to resident tenants. The total population in the Loch Buie
area is around 30. Other economic interests include a fish-farm and tourism; walking, birds
(especially eagles) and otters are important attractions.
The woods themselves (see map below, provided by Alasdair)
Woodlands extend on both sides of Loch Uisg, shown on the Ancient Woodland
Inventory. They are not designated, lying around 3km west of Ardura-Auchnacraig SSSI,
which is designated (among others) for its Upland Oak Woodland. This SSSI has
particularly diverse lichen and bryophyte flora. Within the 10k m grid square these woods
lie within there are 507 recorded lichen species, 229 mosses, 105 liverworts and 487
vascular plants (data from NBN); many of the woodland lichens are oceanic specialists.
The woods on the north side of the loch probably share some of this diversity, but have
not been thoroughly surveyed. A number of veteran trees (mostly birch) were visible from
the road. On the south side of Loch Uisg a regeneration scheme within a fence has not
been very successful. On the north side, where we walked along the road next to the wood,
there is a major rhododendron issue. Clearance and control have been attempted. This
clearance work is detailed below.
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Rhododendron clearance
Loch Buie Estate clears a little rhododendron every year. Grants pay 80% of clearance
costs. Dedication is the main issue. There are three full-time staff on the estate, but this is
not enough to undertake the clearance work as well as the management of grant
application schemes. The estate does not want to employ temporary foreign workers.
There is little local community interest in the land.
Overall, the estate’s priority is farming; rhododendron is continuing to expand but has not
yet taken over an area of ground to the extent that that would affect the farming interest;
thus rhododendron is not a very big issue for the estate. Rhododendron clearance is
unattractive, leaving a mess, which Jim Corbett thinks can deter visitors. All clearance that
has been attempted leaves burnt and bare areas, and rhododendron has quickly
recolonised. Some of the group demonstrated basic techniques of ‘lever and mulch’
removal to Jim Corbett, who was unconvinced that this method could possibly work
effectively.

Other woodland management
Little other woodland management is carried out. Jim Corbett imports hazel from
Hampshire to make walking sticks.
Discussion
The group thanked Jim Corbett for his welcome contributions. We discussed general issues
of estate management and what the implications are for woodlands on estates where
woodland is not a main objective. Landowner responsibility and stewardship were
discussed, of which there had been no previous mention.
Many argued that in the public interest, it was the landowner’s responsibility to deal with
non-native invasives, such as rhododendron. Under the Wildlife and Natural Environment
(Scotland) Act 2011 it is and offence to ‘plant or otherwise cause to grow any plant in the
wild outwith its native range’.
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However, it may not be in a local community’s best interest to disagree with or come into
conflict with the landowner (especially when the landowner is also the landlord). On sites
which have no statutory protection, is there any way to progress? Where should the
effort/money come from? Some quite animated discussions ensued about how situations
like this can be resolved: by carrot or by stick?
Wider public benefit from land management, including deer management, was also
covered.
Following this the group visited the gorge woodland of Allt na Faoilinn Glaise.

Allt na Faoilinn Glaise ravine woodland on Lochbuie
Estate (Friday 27th May 2016)
Alan Crawford
In the south of Mull, near Loch Buie, we explored one of the many narrow gorge woods
that follow the burns, of the hill, running NW – SE. As is the case over much of upland
Scotland, the bulk of the hill is bare of any tree cover, but in the steep ground that drops to
the burn another world is present. There is ash, elm, hazel, oak, birch, rowan, holly, &
willow. There is also rhododendron. The habitat is a mosaic of mostly NVC W11/W7 with
pockets of W9, and there was significant
deadwood. It is lovely, and it and the
other spaces like it offer hope I feel.
When viewed from a distance it doesn’t
look much, a few scraggy trees maybe,
but once under the canopy you become
aware of how rich these refugia are, how
precious they are, and how much hope
they offer for the future. The gorge is
lush with bryophytes and ferns, with
Lejeunea liverworts noticeable, and both
Wilson’s and Tunbridge filmy fern also
present (ta much, Alasdair Firth).
Flowering plants included wood
anenome, wood sorrel, tormentil,
bluebells, primrose, herb robert, wild
garlic, ivy, sanicle, woodruff, yellow
pimpernel, lesser celandine, valerian and
marsh thistle. (A species list is available
at the end of the article courtesy of Ro
Scott). There is one oak, leaning way out
over the gorge to catch some light, that
has ivy entwined with it, thick as a tree
trunk, festooned with bryophytes, that
made myself and those whom I was
walking with gasp and then laugh out
loud (see photo).
Oak: photo by Alan Crawford >
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I was conscious that the group’s emotional response to the relatively confined atmosphere
of the gorge was mixed, but for me these places feel safe, sheltering, and soothing. They
feel deeply refreshing: special, both as what they are in their own right today (especially
where they escape the pressures of excessive browsing), but also for the hope that they
offer for the future as and when significant political or environmental change comes about.
These refugia represent a seed source for many of our native species which, given an
opportunity, could begin the process of clothing our hills once again with woodland. It will
inevitably be a long, long process, but I wonder if that process could be kick-started by
setting up mini-exclosures in close proximity to the gorge woods, to see if regeneration
happens, and if it does, we could begin to see woods expand out from our gorge refugia
and eek their way back out on to the hill.

Allt na Feolinn Glaise wooded ravine

Photos: Alan Crawford
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Ro Scott’s plant list from Allt na Faoilinn Glaise gorge, above Loch
Spelve, Mull (NM 658 264) on 27th May 2016
Latin name

Common name

Latin name

Common name

Ajuga reptans
Anemone nemorosa
Angelica sylvestris
Anthoxanthum odoratum
Athyrium filix-femina
Betula pubescens
Blechnum spicant
Brachypodium sylvaticum
Calluna vulgaris
Cardamine flexuosa
Carex binervis
Carex echinata
Carex nigra
Carex panacea
Carex pilulifera
Carex pulicaris
Carum verticillatum *
Chrysosplenium oppositifolium

Bugle
Wood anemone
Angelica
Sweet vernal grass
Lady fern
Downy birch
Hard fern
False brome
Heather
Wavy bitter-cress
Green-ribbed sedge
Star sedge
Common sedge
Carnation sedge
Pill sedge
Flea sedge
Whorled caraway
Opposite-leaved
golden saxifrage
Upland enchanter’s
nightshade
Marsh thistle
Pignut
Hazel
Marsh hawk’s-beard
Heath spotted-orchid
Tufted hair-grass
Foxglove
Round-leaved
sundew
Hay-scented bucklerfern
Scaly male fern
Broad buckler-fern
New Zealand
willowherb
Broad-leaved
willowherb
Marsh willowherb
Cross-leaved heath
Common cottongrass
Sheep’s fescue
Lesser celandine
Meadowsweet
Wild strawberry
Ash
Woodruff
Marsh bedstraw
Heath bedstraw
Herb Robert
Water avens
Ivy
Creeping soft-grass

Hyacinthoides non-scripta

Bluebell/Wild
hyacinth
Wilson’s filmy fern
Tunbridge filmy fern
Tutsan
Slender St. John’swort
Cat’s ear
Holly
Yellow flag
Jointed rush
Bulbous rush
Soft rush
Heath rush
Bitter-vetch
Honeysuckle
Great wood-rush
Yellow pimpernel
Common cow-wheat
Purple moor-grass
Bog myrtle
Mat grass
Bog asphodel
Lemon-scented fern
Wood sorrel
Lousewort
Beech fern
Common butterwort
Heath milkwort
Common polypody
Tormentil
Primrose
Self-heal
Bracken
Oak
Lesser spearwort
Creeping buttercup
Rhododendron
Bramble
Raspberry
Common sorrel
Sanicle
Goldenrod
Rowan
Devil’s-bit scabious
Wood sage
Deer grass
Wych elm
Blaeberry / Bilberry
Valerian
Germander speedwell
Marsh violet
Common dog-violet

Circaea x intermedia
Cirsium palustre
Conopodium majus
Corylus avellana
Crepis paludosa
Dactylorhiza maculate
Deschampsia cespitosa
Digitalis purpurea
Drosera rotundifoia
Dryopteris aemula **
Dryopteris affinis
Dryopteris dilatata
Epilobium brunnescens
Epilobium montanum
Epilobium palustre
Erica cinerea
Eriophorum angustifolium
Festuca ovina
Ficaria verna
Filipendula ulmaria
Fragaria vesca
Fraxinus excelsior
Galium odoratum
Galium palustre
Galium saxatile
Geranium robertianum
Geum rivale
Hedera helix
Holcus mollis

Hymenophyllum wilsonii **
Hymenophyllum tunbrigense **
Hypericum androsaemum
Hypericum pulchrum
Hypochaeris radicata
Ilex aquifolium
Iris pseudacorus
Juncus articulatus
Juncus bulbosus
Juncus effusus
Juncus squarrosus
Lathyrus linifolius
Lonicera periclymenum
Luzula sylvatica
Lysimachia nemorum
Melampyrum pratense
Molinia caerulea
Myrica gale
Nardus stricta
Narthecium ossifragum
Oreopteris limbosperma
Oxalis acetosella
Pedicularis sylvatica
Phegopteris connectilis
Pinguicula vulgaris
Polygala serpyllifolia
Polypodium vulgare
Potentilla erecta
Primula vulgaris
Prunella vulgaris
Pteridium aquilinum
Quercus sp. ***
Ranunculus flammula
Ranunculus repens
Rhododendron ponticum
Rubus fruticosus
Rubus idaeus
Rumex acetosa
Sanicula europaea
Solidago virgaurea
Sorbus aucuparia
Succisa pratensis
Teucrium scorodonia
Trichophorum germanicum
Ulmus glabra
Vaccinium myrtillus
Valeriana officinalis
Veronica chamaedrys
Viola palustris
Viola riviniana

Total: 98 species
*
in grasslands at bottom of gorge
** interesting western specialities
*** many oaks on Mull are hybrids
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Ardura (Friday 27th May 2016)
Alasdair Fagan
Ardura – a Site of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) with rare bryophytes and lichens,
woodland regeneration, cattle grazing and sea eagles
On Friday 27th May we visited Neil Morrison, the resident farm manager who manages a
woodland SSSI with rare lichens, bryophytes, woodland regeneration, cattle grazing, deer,
rhododendron and sea eagles – a lot to discuss! The visit included a good discussion about
all the issues associated with managing a woodland SSSI as part of a working farm on Mull,
followed by a walk in the woods with Neil to discuss the success of the SSSI.
One key message here was that the landowner is reluctant to apply for some grants for land
management, as they were considered a burden in light of the potential penalties that may
be imposed. The Scottish Rural Development Programme (SRDP) was considered too
inflexible, and the money that had to be spent on surveys and forest plans put the
landowner off, so he decided not to follow it up.

Ardura

Sea eagles
The woodland was home to a pair of nesting sea eagles. Neil was clearly very proud of
these birds nesting in his woodland, despite losing lambs to them. He said it was hard to
tell how many lambs he loses to eagles each year, but the contents of the nest are emptied
and taken for analysis by Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH) and Royal Society for the
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Protection of Birds (RSPB) staff twice a year: once in June when ringing the chicks, and
again in September/October when they empty the nest.
In the last year they found the remains of two lambs in June followed by the remains of 12
lambs in September. Neil went on to explain that once the lambs have been eaten by the
chicks, their carcasses may fall from the nest, so the actual number taken may be higher
than the above counts. As there are no foxes on Mull the lambs that are taken must only
have been taken by the eagles. He recalls a 22 kg lamb being taken on a neighbouring farm:
the lamb must have been 2-3 times the weight of a fully grown eagle.
A scheme to help farmers and landowners live alongside sea eagles has provided the
opportunity to put three years’ worth of payments together to cover the capital costs for a
lambing shed. Neil plans to build one in the coming year so that he can do all of his
lambing inside and keep the young lambs indoors for the initial stages of their lives, when
they are at their most vulnerable to predation by eagles.
There are rabbits on Mull, and in the areas where woodland regeneration is being
encouraged rabbit fencing is used for protection. A part of the rabbit management includes
active culls across the estate, but not during and in the build up to the lambing season
when it is hoped that rabbits will form a larger part of the eagles’ diets and so discourage
the birds from taking high numbers of lambs.

There was a discussion about the potential for an agroforestry approach to provide
increased tree cover to shelter lambs, but the fields supplement the hay used across the
farm and it was feared that hay production would be lost if trees were introduced.
It was also recognised that the regenerating woodlands offer the lambs protection from the
eagles: this is one of the reasons why the woodland is so highly treasured here.
Neil said: “the woods are very valuable to us for shelter – they were here long before us
and we want to preserve them”.
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Grazing
Part of the wood is grazed by nine heifers which are removed from the woodland for two
to three months for calving. Neil has wanted to take them off more frequently, but the area
he would like to have moved them to was in a scheme that meant it couldn’t be grazed for
around 30 years. However, a recent deal was done with SNH so that 60% of the land can
be grazed once again, allowing better movement of cattle: “better for the heifers and the
plot”. There are currently 55 cattle (Highlands) and 150 sheep (Cheviots and Texel tups)
across the total 4000 acre farm. Neil explained that this is a relatively light stocking density.
Rhododendron
Around 80 acres of the woodland is affected by rhododendron. The current management
approach includes using a digger with a grab to remove roots, and in other areas the stems
are cut, followed up by an application of herbicide to the stumps. Neil is very keen to get
on top of the problem before it gets any worse. Advice was given to leave the cut
rhododendron wood on the ground to improve the habitat for the Marsh Fritillary butterfly
– the species for which the wood was designated as a SSSI.
Deer
Neil’s father used to stalk on across the estate and had heavy culls on hinds for around four
or five years, about 25 years ago. The stalking is now rented out: about 12 stags per year.
The area was fenced around 2000, and since then there have been fewer deer. It was also
noted that the deer tended to congregate around the improved cattle pasture areas but their
potential impact on grazing quality wasn’t a concern. According to Neil, other similar sized
estates on Mull carried five times the number of deer present at Ardura.
In the woodland there is evidence of tree/shrub regeneration and oak and holly saplings
are becoming established. As such, SNH are not concerned about overgrazing and the
condition of the SSSI, which had expanded following initial surveys and more recent
surveys by the Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) Native Woodland Survey of Scotland
(NWSS). The expansion of the woodland was welcomed by both Neil and the landowner
who again recognised its value in providing shelter.
As we walked to the woodland we saw two fine looking red deer stags grazing on the
improved pasture by the farm buildings.
Conclusions and the future
The success of the SSSI is testament to the attitude of Neil. It was clear to us that he places
a high value and vested interest in the woodlands and is willing to make some sacrifices in
the traditional management of the farm to facilitate biodiversity, encourage regeneration
and live alongside sea eagles.
However, he raised concerns for the future of farming on Mull, as the younger generation
are seemingly no longer interested in traditional land management; this might not be good
news for sensitive sites such as Ardura.
Neil said: “The SSSI designation doesn’t make the land more difficult to farm. It just
means that you have to know what to do and be confident, or look for advice.”
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Peter Wormell exclosure, Auchnacraig (Saturday 28th
May 2016)
Kate Holl
On Saturday morning in the warm sunshine, those of us who had not had to depart to
catch early ferries headed off in the minibuses to Auchnacraig in the south east corner of
the island. Here there is a large SSSI – Ardura-Auchnacraig – which is also part of the Mull
Oakwoods Special Area of Conservation (SAC). The SSSI is notified for a number of
features including upland oak woodland, but what is particularly interesting about it is that
on the better soils there are woodland remnants that hint at a formerly much richer and
more biodiverse woodland ecosystem than is currently present. There are small pockets of
surprisingly rich ash-hazel woodland with vestiges of an associated ground flora featuring
species such as dog’s mercury and other base-rich woodland associates rare generally in
Mull as they are confined now, through pressure from herbivores, to inaccessible or
protected woodlands.

Just outside Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull (Photo: Kate Holl)

We were going to visit one of the many woodland exclosures set up by Peter Wormell back
in the 1970s/80s, that are still dotted around the west of Scotland. This particular one I
first visited back in 2011 and was then very surprised to discover that it was still apparently
largely deer-proof. Interestingly, contrary to what you might have expected, it had not
become rank and overgrown, but instead, more than 30 years since it was established, it
had become a small oasis of biodiversity within an otherwise overgrazed and ecologically
degraded landscape. The field layer was a mass of flowering plants, with marsh marigold,
lesser celandine, water avens, valerian and bluebell to name but a few – it was just bursting
with colour and alive with insects!

Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull, in 2011 (Photo: Kate Holl)
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Trees had regenerated and become established, and were continuing to do so, and although
bracken was present, it had not expanded to swamp everything else as you might have
expected. In short, what had happened in this exclosure gave a rare insight to what
woodland in this part of Scotland could look like with very low herbivore impacts. This
little bit of “woodland” had a flowering field layer, a developing shrub layer throughout
and some well-established young trees. It was absolutely amazing, and a rare experience
indeed on Mull!

Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull (Photo: Kate Holl)

Although hundreds of exclosures were set up across Britain in the 1970s and 80s to see
how woodland would develop in the absence of herbivore impacts (many of which were
recorded in an exclosures database compiled by Rob Fuller for the Forestry Commission),
almost none of them are still free from herbivore impacts, and so they have largely failed to
do what they were set up to do. Most have been long since forgotten about and
abandoned. However, the Auchnacraig exclosure was unusual in having remained largely
deer-proof. As a result, this was one of the few places in Scotland where we could see the
ecological impact of protecting native woodland from herbivores for several decades. So
in 2011 Auchnacraig was indeed a really special place.

Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull (Photo: Kate Holl)
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As we approached the exclosure on our Sunday morning visit in May, it became clear that
it was no longer deer-fenced, and we could see not only that there were signs that deer
were using the area in significant numbers but that it also looked as if cattle had also been
given access. I learned later that the fence was taken down around 2012/13, as it was
considered to have “done its job” by allowing some tree regeneration to take place.
Already, in less than three years, the difference between the woodland inside and outside
the previous exclosure was hard to see. Inside, there was evidence of tracks, soil
disturbance and browsing everywhere. As a result, the ecological restoration that had taken
place over the past three decades was being rapidly undone.
The photo below, taken in 2011, is of a particularly luxuriant patch of vegetation inside the
exclosure. It was bursting with an amazing diversity of flowering plants. The species
present are not rare nationally, but they are rare on Mull. What is more, it is rare to find
anywhere in Scotland such a diversity of woodland plant species and profusion of flowers.
Not only was the woodland inside the exclosure an inspiring and beautiful place to visit; it
also provided food and living space for a wide range of insects, birds and small mammals.

Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull, in 2011 (Photo: Kate Holl)

The next photo (on next page) was taken on our visit in 2016. This is the same patch of
woodland. In less than three years the woodland has been utterly transformed. All of the
flowering plants and ferns in the first photo have completely disappeared. In their place is a
species-poor grass/rush sward and lots of churned up bare ground. The profusion of
flowers is no longer there. It is hard to believe that this is the same spot, but check the
young oak with an offset kink in its trunk in the middle of the first photo. The same tree
can be seen at the left hand side of the second photo.
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Auchnacraig exclosure, Mull, in 2016 (Photo: Kate Holl)

Much of the semi-natural vegetation of Scotland looks like that in the second photo above
and, because we so seldom see examples of ungrazed vegetation, many people, ecologists
included, believe that this is the ‘natural’ state and have no idea that it could be any
different. Unless I had seen it with my own eyes I could not have believed that this patch
of degraded rush pasture could have so recently supported such rich and luxuriant ground
vegetation. The heavily grazed and the ungrazed vegetation must be very different in terms
of their productivity and biodiversity. The nectar, pollen and seeds produced by the
flowering plants will provide a much greater food source for a wide range of invertebrates,
birds and small mammals compared to that available from the heavily grazed habitat. If we
consider the ubiquity of such similarly degraded habitats across Scotland and how rare it is
to find habitats that are lightly grazed or ungrazed, it is a little bit mind blowing to imagine
how different Scotland’s landscapes could be.
At Auchnacraig we may eventually see, as a result of the fence that was present for a few
decades, a few new trees emerge and grow to maturity. However, only two years after
removing the fence and allowing access to deer, and possibly also cattle, we have lost the
rich and diverse mosaic of flowering plants and shrubs that in turn would have supported
the insects, birds and small mammals that all go to make up a healthy, productive
woodland ecosystem. The latter is, I think, what Peter would have wanted to see emerge
from his exclosure; not just a collection of trees but a woodland ecosystem complete with its
full suite of associated species.
In the 30 years that I have been working in woodland conservation in Scotland, I have
come to realise that most of our discussions about woodland conservation and
management have been about the trees. Important as the trees obviously are, as managers
of native woodland we desperately need to think more holistically about woodland
ecosystems, as woodland is so much more than just the trees!
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A VENERABLE OLD GIANT: BELHAVEN BAY, EAST
LOTHIAN, FRIDAY 10TH JUNE 2016
Text and photographs by Sandy Coppins

A venerable old giant
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The day cool, overcast. It rained last night, the first rain for weeks. The ground was dry,
thirsty, and by morning, any signs of rain were few, just damp patches, or drops of rain still
lurking in grasses or caught on leaf curls. And the thin yellow pine-pollen scum outlining
the edges of vanished puddles.
At the back of the wide estuary, I saw a huge hulk lying up against the bank.

Enormous – it must have been a magnificent tree of three huge trunks, now long dead,
washed down river, out to sea, then the sea, on the recent high tides, has brought it back,
to rest, beached here. It is sadly abused – it bears scars where it has been hacked, and
burned. It was felled – the base has been cut by chain saw as a clean cut. But, whilst it
stood as a dead tree, a fire was lit in a hollow at the base, and the fire spread up the trunk,
burning, scarring, turning to charcoal the dense heart wood. A cruel, thoughtless, callous
mockery of an ancient tree. Then, it must have been felled, and the upper trunks also
chain-sawed off, lopped, decapitated, but other hacking axe marks are present too. And
somehow, it came down river, out to sea.
It lies mute. It is pitted with tiny bore holes from some wood boring beetle, made perhaps
when it was dead but still standing. I think it is an elm, because in some parts the old, dried
wood is fractured into small squares.
I ran my hand over the surface, smoothed by long exposure and the caressing of the sea. It
was soft and smooth, the eroded, sculpted edges rounded, a silvery grey colour except
where it is blackened by the burning. Grains of sand are lodged in some crevices.
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Looking closely at the sculpted surfaces, I see the delicate patterning of the annual growth
rings, too many, too eroded to count. But so beautiful, a mute testimony to a life, to years
on years, seasons, summers, winters, springs and autumns that passed the life of this tree.
There is a quiet dignity – it reminds me of the disfigured effigies of recumbent medieval
knights lying silently in churches and cathedrals.
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Close-up, the delicate, almost feathery softness of the worn, eroded wood, the texture and
markings reminiscent of scrimshaw, engravings, patterns made on walrus tusks.

My dog, Bella, crept into the space formed by the two upper trunks – a small protective
cave.
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OLIVER RACKHAM ON SCOTLAND
Dr. Scott McG. Wilson
During mid-August 2016, I was pleased to participate in a commemorative weekend
symposium at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, organised for the late Prof. Oliver
Rackham. Oliver Rackham, who sadly died in 2015, was Honorary Professor of Historical
Ecology at the University of Cambridge and had been a Fellow of Corpus Christi College
for many years. He was perhaps best known for his series of seminal book publications on
the history and ecology of native woodlands in Britain - Ancient Woodland (1980, rev. 2003),
Woodlands (2006), Trees and Woodlands in the British Landscape (1976, rev. 1990) and The History
of the Countryside (1986). He was particularly “steeped” in the native woodlands of his own
East Anglia and associated historical archival sources (e.g. the Ely Coucher Book) – we
visited one of his major study sites, Hayley Wood, during the weekend symposium. He was
also an expert in the history of the utilisation of timbers in vernacular buildings, and we
heard during the weekend about his studies on the construction of Corpus Christi College
itself. The oldest object within the possession of Corpus Christi (“mathoms” as Tolkien
would have called them) is a silver mounted auroch’s horn of the 1300s or earlier,
doubtless once the terror of a German or Lithuanian wood pasture! Apart from having
read his earlier books, my first exposure to the work of Prof. Oliver Rackham was
attendance in the mid-1990s at his long-running residential course on ancient woodlands,
held at the Field Studies Council Flatford Mill study centre in “Constable Country” in east
Suffolk. This was a highly enjoyable and formative experience in my appreciation of the
subject. In more recent years I had become acquainted with his parallel body of work on
the historical ecology and archaeology of Mediterranean woodland landscapes, notably on
Crete, where he worked with the Texas-based archaeologist Dr. Jennifer Moody, over
several expeditions. His 2001 Yale publication The Nature of Mediterranean Europe: An
Ecological History (co-authored with geographer A.T. (Dick) Grove of Downing College,
Cambridge) stands as one of the most important English-language contributions over
recent decades on Mediterranean forest history, alongside the works of Russell Meiggs at
Oxford and J.V. Thirgood, Universty of British Columbia. Rackham was a particular
sceptic of the “Lost Eden” school of thinking, as exaggerating human agency in historical
declines of forest cover, with clear relevance to our “Great Wood of Caledon”.
Many people will probably regard Oliver Rackham as primarily an expert on the ancient
and native woodlands of southern England, where he carried out much of his earlier work.
His writings on this subject in the 1970s and 1980s tapped into a new (and to some extent
peculiarly British) post-war market for nature writing – the well-educated interested
amateur. This had been fostered by a generation of enthusiastic biology teachers in the
grammar schools and by television broadcasts by David Attenborough, David Bellamy and
others. Whereas pre-war native woodland writers, such as Tansley and Watt, had mainly
addressed an academic botanical and professional forestry audience, Rackham wrote for
“weekend walkers and plant-spotters”, now able to visit National Trust properties and
nature reserves by car. His most important contribution was to combine formal techniques
of plant community ecology (introduced from the Continent between the wars) with the
palynological techniques then recently refined at Cambridge by Harry Godwin and R.G.
West, the study of timbers incorporated in vernacular buildings and of the historical
(especially mediaeval) archives. In so doing, he pioneered what might be termed an
integrated “academic time machine” approach to reconstructing the detailed historical
ecology of individual British native woodlands. This approach differs quite markedly from
those typical in Continental Europe and North America, which tended to view natural
forests as “climatic climax vegetation” which had been adversely impacted by human
interference, leading to “deflected succession”. Together with Steven and Carlisle (on the
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native pinewoods), Oliver Rackham, with George Peterken and Keith Kirby of the Nature
Conservancy Council, can be seen to have helped to “lay the foundations” for the way in
which we in Scotland have studied our native woodlands over the past three decades. Study
of existing trees and plants is combined powerfully with pollen analysis, field and
architectural dendrochronology (tree-ring dating), archaeology and archival research. This
approach is reflected within many presentations to the annual Scottish Woodland History
Conference (organised by the Native Woodlands Discussion Group over recent years).
Scottish-based workers such as Chris Smout and Fiona Watson (on woodland history),
Richard Tipping (on palynology), Anne Crone and Coralie Molls (on dendrochronlogy) and
Peter Quelch (on wood pasture) have been key contributors.

Mugdock alderwood, Stirlingshire – a Rackham feature site

Photo: Dr Scott McG. Wilson

Coverage of Scottish native woodland communities in Rackham’s books does tend to be
subordinate to that of lowland English types, but is nonetheless significant. Particularly in
his more recent Collins’ New Naturalist contribution Woodlands, first published in 2006
(posthumously reprinted by HarperCollins in 2015), he provides very insightful coverage of
deciduous woodlands of the Highland Zone (essentially the upland oak-birch woodlands)
and of the Caledonian pinewoods. The latter are covered particularly effectively (pp 300317), bringing to bear archival research on the history of the upper Deeside pinewoods
especially. Rackham usually tended to prefer the “Peterken stand type” approach to native
woodland classification, which I have always found more intuitive than that of the recent
NVC scheme. He also covers a number of other aspects of relevance to Scottish
woodlands and forestry, including the “rise and fall” of intensive conifer plantation forestry
and the debate between those who blame climate and soils and those who blame human
agency for woodland decline. As with his work in the Mediterranean basin, he tends to the
former view and is a critic of the Frank Fraser Darling model, prominent since the 1940s,
of the Highlands as “wet desert”. As this influences current discourse in Scotland on
“Norwegian-style rewilding”, we should “look before we leap” by re-examining what
Rackham says on these matters in his writing. Rackham made a number of field study tours
to Scotland from Cambridge, then a common practice, as with Nature Conservancy
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Council ecologists from Peterborough or Monks Wood. One of his hosts was Jim Dickson,
the Glasgow University botanist, for the Glasgow area. These visits resulted in the
production of nine “Rackham blue field notebooks” for Scotland, out of a remarkable
lifetime total of 772 “red notebooks” and 374 “blue notebooks” produced. The Scottish
set have been among the first to be digitised (with sponsorship) and these will soon
become available from the Corpus Christi College Prof. Oliver Rackham archive, held at
(http://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/collections/rackham). They cover Aberdeenshire, Glasgow,
Lanarkshire, Loch Lomond, Midlothian, Perthshire, Selkirkshire and the Mearns and are
certain to offer valuable insights for many more important native woodlands within
Scotland. One of the red notebooks (still to be captured) also contains Scottish
observations.

Two very contrasting Rackham study/feature sites: Ballochbuie pinewood, Aberdeenshire (above) and Hayley Wood,
Cambridgeshire (below). Photos: Dr Scott McG. Wilson
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BOOK REVIEWS
The Ash Tree, by Oliver Rackham
Little Toller Books, Toller Fratrum, Dorset, 2015. ISBN 9781-908213-42-6; 176 pp; price £10 (pbk) from Amazon
www.amazon.co.uk

Review by Dr. Scott McG. Wilson
This relatively slim volume, in comparison with the author’s
better known earlier works, was Prof. Oliver Rackham’s final
book publication before his death in 2015. In it, he responds
to the announcement of Chalara fraxinea incidence first being
detected in Britain during 2012, although he highlights the
likelihood that the pathogen had been active in the country
well before then. The first four chapters, which occupy the
majority of the book, essentially extract information specifically relevant to common ash
(Fraxinea excelsior) which had been embedded within Rackham’s major publications such as
Ancient Woodland (1980, rev. 2003), Woodlands (2006) and Trees and Woodlands in the British
Landscape (1976, rev. 1990). The author recognises that ash has previously received
secondary emphasis, as a “self-maintained tree”, by comparison with oak and beech which
have often been “managed for”. Material presented covers the ecology of ash, its history
and prehistory, its human utilisation, veteran and ancient ash specimens, and cultural and
spritual associations of the species. The final two chapters deal with the subject of tree
diseases, including Chalara in ash, and the role of international movement in plant material
and soil in facilitating disease transmission. On the latter point, Rackham concludes with a
“clarion call” for greater caution in the importation and planting of native trees and greater
vigilance in respect of tree pathogens.
This is a highly readable and rather entertaining short monograph, which can be read in an
afternoon, and will reach out to a much wider lay audience than many more specialist texts.
Although printed on “paperback grade” paper throughout, the book is very nicely
illustrated with a range of photographic and archival illustrations which are well meshed
with the text. There is no attempt or requirement to deal in full botanical or ecological
detail with ash or ash woodlands, which have been covered elsewhere by the author.
Instead Rackham seeks to take the reader, whose attention has been caught by the media
“sound and fury” surrounding the 2012 Chalara outbreak, and put them in a place to form
a more rounded and nuanced view. In many ways the most incisive part of this book is the
critique of the paradigm of “free movement” as applied to the plant trade and overoptimistic official pronouncements that “something will be done” to produce a generation
of disease-resistant ash. Sometimes we must just accept that “the horse has bolted” and
little can be done, at least by human hand.

NWDG MERCHANDISE
Bryophytes of Native Woods
A Field Guide to Common Mosses and Liverworts of Britain and Ireland’s Woodlands by Carol
Crawford is available direct from Carol. The cost is £7.50 (including p&p). Cheques
should be made payable to Carol Crawford and sent to Carol Crawford, 4d New Bridge
Street, Ayr, KA7 1JX. There are discounts for orders for three or more copies: contact
Carol at carol@carolcrawford.plus.com for more information.
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NATIVE WOODLANDS DISCUSSION GROUP CONSTITUTION
Name: The organisation shall be the Native Woodlands Discussion Group.
Aims and objectives: The purpose of the group is to encourage interest in native woodlands, their
ecology, management and history.
Membership: Membership of the group will be: (a) Individual, (b) Family (1.5 x full rate) or (c)
Concessionary (0.6 x full rate). Membership of the group will cease 18 months after the payment of an
annual subscription. Committee will advise the Meetings Organiser for the year of the fee for
attendance of non-members.
Officers and committee:
a.
The group elects a committee. The committee shall co-opt or appoint such officers as
are considered necessary. Officers will be eligible to vote at committee meetings.
b.
Committee members shall serve for three years, but shall be eligible for re-election.
c.
The chairperson shall be nominated by the committee and endorsed by the Annual
General Meeting.
d.
All members are free to attend committee meetings.
Accounts:
a.
b.
c.

The financial year shall be the calendar year
The committee will set the annual membership fee before the end of October.
The treasurer will keep accounts and present a financial report by 15th March each
year. The accounts shall be independently audited by a competent person before
presentation.

Annual General Meeting: An AGM shall be held at such a date as is determined by the committee.
Notification of that meeting shall appear in the newsletter at least one month prior to the AGM.
Business at the AGM shall be determined by a simple majority except changes to the constitution
which shall require a two-thirds majority of those members present. Family membership entitles up to
two votes if both are present. The chairperson and the treasurer will each submit a report at the AGM.
Meetings: The committee shall organise or authorise any member to organise such meetings as
considered desirable.
Publications: The committee shall approve such publications as are considered desirable, and which
carry the group's endorsement.

NWDG OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES
Objectives: The purpose of the Group is to encourage interest in native woods, their ecology,
management and history, with a particular emphasis on Northern Britain.
Activities:
 Organise at least one Field Meeting with related discussion each year.
 Organise Workshops on subjects suggested by members (initially two per year).
 Issue Newsletters (currently two per year) with an emphasis on members’ contributions.
 Maintain contact with like-minded organisations through the membership.
Membership:

This is open to any interested individual. (There is no corporate membership.)

Subscription:

According to the following categories Ordinary individual
£20 per year (£18 if paid by Standing Order)
Family
£30 per year (£28 if paid by Standing Order)
Concessions (under-25s only)
£12 per year (£10 if paid by Standing Order)

Subscriptions should be sent to the Membership Secretary (Alison Averis, 6A Castle Moffat Cottages,
Garvald, Haddington, East Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel: 01620 830 670 / 07767 058 318; email:
alisonaveris@gmail.com). There is a £2 annual discount for those paying by Standing Order (shown in
the above figures): please ask for a form.
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NWDG COMMITTEE CONTACT DETAILS
Chair: Kate Holl. Email: Kate.Holl@snh.gov.uk
Minutes Secretary: Ruth Anderson, Dundavie,
Glen Fincastle, Pitlochry, Perthshire, PH16
5RN; tel/fax: 01796 474 327; email:
ruth@dundavie.wanadoo.co.uk
Treasurer & Membership Secretary, and
Website Editor: Alison Averis, 6A Castle
Moffat Cottages, Garvald, Haddington,
East Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel: 01620 830
670 / 07767 058 318; email:
alisonaveris@gmail.com
Newsletter Editor: Ben Averis, 6A Castle Moffat
Cottages, Garvald, Haddington, East
Lothian, EH41 4LW; tel: 01620 830 670 /
07767 058 322; email:
ben.averis@gmail.com
Field Meeting: Ruth Anderson (details as above)
Woodland History: Mairi Stewart. Email:
mairi_skye@hotmail.com
Woodland History: Noel Fojut. Email:
Noel.Fojut@scotland.gsi.gov.uk
Workshops: Alan Crawford. Email:
alancrawford07@hotmail.co.uk
Social Media: Tim Collins. Email:
timothymartincollins@gmail.com
Member: Alasdair Firth. Email:
alasdairwfirth@gmail.com
Member: Sarah Toulson. Email:
sarahtoulson@googlemail.com
NWDG website:

www.nwdg.org.uk


Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/NativeWoodlandsDiscussionGroup/
or search on ‘Native Woodlands Discussion Group’
Twitter: NWDG @TheNWDG
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Two more photos from the 2016 NWDG excursion to Mull: in Balnahard hazelwood (above) and in woodland
near Loch Ba (below). Photos: Elen Averis

Donald Kennedy heroically demonstrating the lever and mulch me thod of rhododendron removal in woodland near
Loch Ba, Mull. Photo: Elen Averis.

www.nwdg.org.uk

